
Hidden in Plain Sight
(Note: The following is the text I used to speak from for a 

presentation that was first given on July 20, 2012 for the 
Houston Association of Marriage and Family Therapy. For some 
aspects of the text to make sense, it will be necessary to access 
the slides that I used to accompany the talk. They are also posted 
on this website. You are free to use this talk and/or the slides in 
whole or part as long as appropriate credit is given. 
Unfortunately, there is no audio recording of the talk.)

* * *
The first thing I have to say to you today is that I have 

nothing to sell you.
One of the things I am hoping for out of our time together 

today is a shift in perspective and position. This involves an 
encounter with non-dual mind - and I'll talk about that later. 
These, by the way, are goals that I have for all of the work I do, 
whether one-on-one or when I've giving one of the "life talks" I 
give.

Here is a metaphor I will offer you. If you go to Jones Hall 
to hear the Houston Symphony, the orchestra has nothing to sell 
you. They just want to play their music. That's what I want to do 
today. I want to offer you some music. Perhaps it will intrigue 
you so that you will go and explore more. Perhaps you might 
decide that it is not to your liking. Either way, hopefully, you 
will be entertained.

I have been invited here today to speak with you about 
Psychotherapy and Spiritually or Spiritually and Psychotherapy. 



This is a vast subject and though a couple of hours, I fear some 
of you will think I will only do a half-vast job.

I want to begin with a quote from Carl Jung which found 
me when I had just entered graduate school in 1960. That's over 
half a century ago and it has guided my work ever since. I'll read 
it to you now and we'll return to it later in this presentation. Jung 
said this more than once, so there are several different versions 
of it:

"Among all my patients in the second half of life - that is to 
say, over thirty-five - there has not been one whose problem in 
the last resort was not that of finding a religious outlook on life. 
It is safe to say that every one of them fell ill because he had lost 
what the living religions of every age have given to their 
followers, and none of them has been really healed who did not 
regain his religious outlook. This of course has nothing whatever 
to do with a particular creed or membership of a church."

Very often I think that the shifts in perspective and position 
cannot be communicated using words - perhaps in stories and 
poetry, but rarely in lecture format. Here is another brief poem 
that fits our theme today. I put it on the cover of your handout:

Earth's crammed with heaven,
and every common bush aflame with God;
But only he who sees takes off his shoes,
The rest sit 'round and pick blackberries.
Let's start with some visual images.
(These are found on the presentation slides:
Old woman/young girl.
Which way is the man facing?
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Bean pods.)
I've given this presentation the title "Hidden in Plain Sight."
There are hidden and embedded message all around us. We 

are largely unaware of them. Corporations know of their 
effectiveness and have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to 
create them. I will give you examples of three. Once you see 
these "hidden messages" you will never not see them.

First, the FedEX logo. (Again, these are found on the 
presentation slides.)

Next is the Baskin Robbins logo. They really do want you 
to know that they have 31 flavors of ice cream.

Here is a logo you've all see hundreds of times. It's the logo 
for Amazon. They have designed it so that when you first see it, 
your brain sees the word "amazing" and the arrow 
communicates that they have everything from a to z.

I have in my consulting office "hidden images" as well.
(Photographs of these are also included in the presentation 

slides.)
Over the door, in a position that can be easily seen from 

where a client sits is a plaque that was both in Carl Jung's office 
and is on his tombstone. This is Latin and it's translation is 
usually "bidden or not bidden (invited) God is present."

On the small table that sits between where the client or 
couple sits and where I sit are several things - a kaleidoscope,  a 
hand carved wooden statue that when looked at one way is a 
clown and when looked at from another is a ballerina. Both of 
these are metaphors for beauty out of brokenness and 
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transformation. Then I have a rock into which are carved the 
words: "Nothing is written in stone."

Placed in various places on the bookcases across the room 
where people can see them are these art objects:

A bird in a cage which isn't a cage at all.
A casting of Noah's ark.
And, one of my favorite pieces, a statue of a Jewish rabbi.
(Photos of these three items are also included with the 

presentation slides.)
By the way, it never fails to intrigue me as to when people 

see these things and comment on them. I had one woman I had 
seen for close to two years when she noticed the painting of the 
bird in the cage and asked, "Did you just acquire that?"

At the moment, my office is in the cathedral building of St. 
Paul's. That's the Gothic church across from the Museum of Fine 
Arts, so people who come to see me already have some 
preconceived notions to work through about me - if they have 
never seen me before.

In this day and age people have access to the internet and 
there two websites out there full of my stuff and stances and 
people generally know that before they come to see me. 
However, I am not a pastoral counsellor and if people contact 
me requesting a Christian counselor, I direct them elsewhere. I 
am a spiritual teacher but that is different.

Let me also frame what I want to say to you today by 
telling you just a smidgen about how I work. I am very active in 
my work. I openly tell people this at the end of our first session. 
I give assignments, I make suggestions about what people could 
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do or try, I give direction. I tell people, "I am like a piano 
teacher. Even if you found the best piano teacher in the city, just 
going to the lesson wouldn't be enough. You have to practice."

If at the end of the initial session it is clear that I have 
something to offer the person and if they like me - that's 
important! - I will directly ask, "Do you think you can work with 
me?" - I will give them an extensive questionnaire to fill out, 
sixteen pages, and get back to me before our next visit. I never 
explicitly mention religion or spirituality in my work. It comes 
up organically. More about that in a moment.

Among my current clients are Jews who practice and Jews 
who don't, people who claim to be religious but who don't attend 
any religious rituals, some who say they are spiritual but not 
religious - which is the fasting growing faith group in this 
country, some who have the need to make very clear to me that 
they are atheists and don't believe in god, implying, I shouldn't 
mess with that and I don't.

By the way, when someone says to me that they are 
spiritual but not religious, my response is, "Fine! That's 
wonderful! Tell me, how do you practice this spirituality of 
yours?" Sometimes, if we form a good relationship and this 
matter of "I don't believe in god" comes up again I'll say 
something like, "Tell me what god you don't believe in. I likely 
don't believe in that God either."

Let me say a piece about God here and now.
If I had a magic wand and could change anything about the 

theological understanding people have about whatever they 
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mean when they use the word "God," it is at this point I would 
make a change.

First, I'd like to call a moratorium on the use of the word. 
Rather than using the word "God.," I wish we would use the 
word "Sacred Mystery."

Because I believe Jung is right and that in the latter half of 
life we need some understanding of and relationship to the realm 
of religious and spirituality, if one's understanding or 
misunderstanding of God prevents that, there is much to be 
worked through or lost. I have seen more people give up on 
having a religious and spiritual understanding of themselves and 
life because of an unwise and not useful belief about God than 
any other single thing.

Their notion of God is of some being somewhere off out in 
space who from time to time, if we are bad enough or plead hard 
enough, comes down and messes with our lives or gives us what 
we want. So, for example, a person hits one of life's inevitable 
difficult spaces. A child is dying of leukemia and they pray and 
pray for  healing and it doesn't come and they sour on the whole 
God thing.

Because I am not simply in a private practice but also have 
a platform from which I give weekly what the Buddhists would 
call Dharma Talks and I call Life Talks, I have since 9/11 
publicly gone after what I call "bad religion." Bad religion - that 
is, selfish piety, thin morality and private purity - has gotten us 
bad economics, bad politics and global terror.

Very early in this process after one of my talks, a Bible 
toting fundamentalist came up to me jabbing his finger in my 
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face taking issue with what I had said. He ended his castigation 
of me by saying, "All right! Just let me ask you this. If you died 
tonight what would happened to your eternal soul?" My 
response to him was and is, "If I die tonight, my eternal soul is 
going to be right where it is this very minute; in the heart of 
Sacred Mystery. Where could I go?"

Before I go further I want to put something else out on the 
table.

I think there are two fears that every person we see brings 
into the consulting room. You have brought them here today. So 
have I. I'm just putting them out so that we are being honest with 
each other, okay?

Each of us has brought at least two, perhaps more, anxieties 
into this time together. If we put them out on the table and look 
at them, perhaps they will have less power over us.

First, we fear that nothing will happen.
You have gone to the trouble to give up your entire 

afternoon to this endeavor. I have worked hard to present what I 
hope is wise and useful information. You want to, as we put it, 
"get something out of this." And, I want you to. Our fear is that 
nothing will happen.

Our clients bring that fear into the consulting room. So do 
we.

Second, and this is an even bigger fear, we fear that 
something will happen. We fear that we will get knocked out of 
our comfort zone. Or, that we will have to give up some belief or 
behavior that causes us to feel safe and secure. Or, that we will 
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have to take up some practice that takes us into very unfamiliar 
territory.

We fear that something will happen.
As I mentioned earlier, images and poems more likely 

communicate  the truth better than linear words, here is a poem.
It is from the Sufi mystical mind of Ranier Maria Rilke.
When Rilke was born, his mother had lost a daughter, 

dressed and related to him as a girl until his mostly absent father 
jerked him out of that situation and put him in a military 
academy at around age 12. And you thought your family of 
origin story or that of some of your clients was bad!

One of my teachers, Robert Johnson, said, "We are all 
wounded in childhood. What we do with those wounds is our 
responsibility. We live with our wounds neurotically or 
heroically. Some of those most wounded have become our great 
teachers, artists and healers."

Here is the poem:
* * *

Be patient with all
that is unresolved in your heart.
Try to love the questions themselves
like locked rooms and books
that are written in a very foreign tongue.
Do not seek the answers
that cannot be given
because you would not be able to live them.
And the point is, to live everything.
Live the questions now
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and perhaps without noticing it
you will live along some distant day
into the answers.

* * *
What is the purpose of life? What is the purpose of your 

life?
There are answers to those questions that apply to all of life 

and there are answers that apply uniquely to the first half of life 
and to the second half of life.

The general answer to meaningful questions about all of 
life is, I believe, that we are to grow in freedom and love. The 
problems are that most people are involved in the process of 
growth and most people don't know what either freedom and/or 
love mean.

You have likely run into the individual or couple who come 
to you and one of them says, "I love my spouse but I'm not in 
love with him or her. Know what I mean?" Sometimes I will 
feign ignorance and say, "No, what do you mean? What is 
love?" What follows is stunned silence.

What was pivotal to me about the quote I began with today 
is that Jung didn't say Christian religion, or Jewish, or Muslim, 
or Hindu. He didn't say liberal or conservative. He said "living 
religion."

I have come to believe several things are applicable to this 
business of psychotherapy and spirituality.

One of these is that I believe it is difficult, if not 
impossible, to take a person past a place where we are not. So, it 
is important to be involved in our own growth process.
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An implication of this is my belief on the importance of 
having a teacher.  The most experienced and best artists and 
athletes in the world still take lessons and have coaches. I have 
been lucky to have had some of the best spiritual teachers in the 
business.

One of my most important such teachers said to me at the 
beginning of our work:

My job is to knock you off the path.
Your job is to get back on it.
A model I have had for years for understanding who we are 

and how we operate is that of an iceberg. About 90% of who we 
are is underneath the surface of the water. We are not aware of it. 
My definition of the unconscious is: We don't know what we 
don't know and, yet, what we don't know can and does make 
tremendous decisions for us. When we least expect it, something 
reaches up from the depth of the unconscious and causes us to 
behave in ways that are destructive to ourselves and/or others. If 
asked what we were thinking, the honest answer is that we 
weren't. We get captured.

This reminds me of one of my favorite quotes of Jesus, as 
found in the Gospel of Thomas. It is: "If you bring forth what is 
within you, what you bring forth will save you. If you fail to 
bring forth what is within you, what you fail to bring forth will 
destroy you."

We have developmental tasks that are unique to the first 
half of life. Namely, we have to develop a strong ego. One of my 
teachers, Robert Johnson, said that we need a strong ego to learn 
how to be in the world. The ego, however, is not who we are.
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I'm sure you are all aware of the various theories of ego 
development. But they are worth talking about because we do 
not have a culture of people who have strong egos.

One of the master teachers I've been with this year is Bill 
Plotkin who has two books on Soul-Centric work I would point 
you to.

(Graphic depictions of these stages of development can be 
found on the presentation slides.)

He says that 80% of the adult population in this culture is 
arrested at late adolescent development. You can tell that by 
watching prime time commercial television. The political 
process we are exposed to is little more than high-school 
cafeteria food fights. We have developed a culture based on such 
greed and competition that serving the common good has been 
replaced by simply beating the other fellow even if it means 
behaving like a kamikaze pilot. One reasons our culture does not 
encourage growth beyond this adolescent and narcissistic level 
is that it "bad for the economy."

In the first half of life we have to develop the skill sets 
required to be in the culture in which we live in enlightened self-
interest ways.

Chief among these skills is that we have to learn good 
impulse control and we have to learn self-soothing skills so that 
we don't contaminate the containers in which we live when we 
encounter life's inevitable disappointments.

It is in introducing these skill sets that I begin introducing 
matters of spirituality. If the client is in the first half of life and 
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clearly in need of developing a strong ego, not big ego, I will 
make one set of suggestions.

We all want to be good at what we do.
(Here a cartoon was shown about "the best shrink in the 

business.") The word "shrink" came to be applied to psychiatry 
and psychology because it was thought the goal of such therapy 
was "to shrink the size of the ego."

My teacher also said to me early on a truth that I have taken 
into my work every session:

Almost all emotional, spiritual and relational difficulties are 
caused by two epistemological errors: First, a failure to accept 
that "what is" "is." Second, the belief that "I'm not happy now 
but I will be when I can make you be different."

By the way, it was out of this background that I began to 
develop the spiritual teachings and that I offer. One of my more 
recent spiritual teachers, Father Richard Rohr, a Franciscan friar, 
whom I'll have more to say about in a moment, says that we 
grow as a result of two things.

Either by having a great tragedy or failure. Right? I mean, 
where have you learned your most important lessons?

And through having a spiritual practice. Of some sort.
Here is what I've come up with about that: The central truth 

of and for spiritual practice is "paying attention" and developing 
the resources to be present to "what is." Central to this spiritual 
practice is growing in the capacity to be non-judgmental.

You may think of what you do as very different from what I 
do. I'm just trying to provoke our thinking. As I sometimes say 
to folks, I want to leave you with molasses on one hand and 
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feathers on the other. That is to say, I want people to get 
involved in the sometimes difficult work of thinking. I believe 
that one of my tasks is to help people become clearer and clearer 
about the never-ending process of seeing and knowing 
themselves.

So what are some tools and insights that might facilitate in 
this process?

One of the tools I have come to late in my work is that of 
the Enneagram. I knew about it early but thought I had enough 
arrows in my quiver. Richard Rohr was insistent on my delving 
into it so I began to do so. Spiritual directors use the Enneagram 
a lot. (You can get a smart phone app called "Know Your Type.") 
I'd consult a pro.

I also find myself recommending a book by David Richo 
titled "The Five Things You Cannot Change." Richo is also 
Jungian and Buddhist.

The five things, by the way are, 
everything changes and ends,
things don't always go according to plan,
life is not always fair,
pain is a part of life,
people are not loving and loyal all the time.
One of the fundamentally important life skills is how we 

talk to each other. Understanding each other.
Many people, even highly educated people, do not possess 

this skill. I recommend Susan Scott's book "Fierce 
Conversations." In the book she has this line: "Being understood 
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rather than being interpreted is so rare, you could charge 
admission."

Let me transition into more specifically religious or 
spiritual tools as they relate to psychotherapy, as far I'm 
concerned and all of this is just a personal opinion, by offering 
you a developmental model I got from Richard Rohr and it is in 
his book "Everything Belongs."

It is his concept of what he calls "the cosmic egg."
(The graphic presentation of the cosmic egg is on the 

handouts. What follows is an explanation of that graphic.)
1. My story.
We are living in the first time in history when people have 

been allowed to take their private lives and identities seriously. 
There is a wonderful opportunity for the individual here but also 
diminishment and fragility if that is all we have. In this first 
dome are all the things we think that make us special. It is 
precisely this that must be let go of in spiritual practice. Many 
people now live their whole lives at this level. They are what 
they have done or what has been done to them. Here we search 
for meaning through power, prestige and position.

2. This is Us (Our Story)
Most people are members of multiple groups. If a person 

does not have this level of meaning, they are autistic. This dome 
of meaning gives us our myths, cultural heroes, groups, 
symbols, flags, special food, ethnicity and patriotism. The 
loyalties at this level have driven most of human history up until 
now. People have given their lives for their group. Much of 
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religion is a "belonging system" more than a search for intimacy 
with the Sacred Mystery.

3. The Patterns That Are Always True (Universal Meaning) 
What is.

This level assures and insures the other two. It holds them 
together in sacred meaning.

Our world will be saved by those who can live at all three 
levels simultaneously. This level of living saves us from the 
illusions of "we" and the smallness of "me."

Healthy religion and spirituality honor and combine all 
three levels - the personal journey is the raw material, communal 
identity is the school and training ground.

True Transcendence frees us from the tyranny of the "I Am" 
and the idolatry of the "We Are."

Liberals tend to get trapped in the first dome of private 
meaning and educated explanations.

Conservatives tend to get trapped in the second dome of 
group and tribal loyalties.

Both liberal and conservative thinking can be ways to avoid 
the great Mystery.

Doing inner work that achieves meaning requires daily 
discipline, increased personal responsibility and great courage.

The person who lives within the total cosmic egg is the 
mystic, the prophet, the universal man or woman, the saint, the 
whole one. The most religious and spiritual people often look 
the least religious and spiritual from the first or second level.

So I recommend Rohr and almost all of the resources I've 
encountered in working with him. Of two of the most valuable 
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resources are "Following the Mystics Through the Narrow 
Gates" and :Jesus and Buddha," both featuring master teacher 
James Finley.

For folks who are clearly in the second half of life one of 
the primary books I recommend is Jim Hollis' book "Finding 
Meaning in the Second Half of Life." I will ask them to make 
notes, keep a journal and to record their dreams and bring them 
in.

If they take to this and ask for other resources I recommend 
things like "Being Nobody Going Nowhere."

I also recommend a little book for daily practice called 
"Always We Begin Again."

If I'm working with a professional therapist who wants to 
pursue this matter I'll recommend something like Mark 
Epstein's, "Thoughts Without a Thinker" or Gerald May's, 
"Simply Sane: The Spirituality of Mental Health."

One of the most important theologians for me ever to 
encounter in my education was Paul Tillich. A collection of his 
sermons was published under the title "The Courage To Be." 
The courage he meant was the courage to live in the world as it 
is without despair. Courage does not overcome fear. Courage is 
not the opposite of fear. Courage is how we face the reality of 
"what is" and move through and beyond it.

I began with a poem and a story and would like to end that 
way. This poem is, again, by Mary Oliver:

* * *
One day you finally knew
what you had to do, and began,
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though the voices around you
kept shouting
their bad advice--
though the whole house
began to tremble
and you felt the old tug
at your ankles.
"Mend my life!"
each voice cried.
But you didn't stop.
You knew what you had to do,
though the wind pried
with its stiff fingers
at the very foundations,
though their melancholy
was terrible.
It was already late
enough, and a wild night,
and the road full of fallen
branches and stones.
But little by little,
as you left their voices behind,
the stars began to burn
through the sheets of clouds,
and there was a new voice
which you slowly
recognized as your own,
that kept you company
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as you strode deeper and deeper
into the world,
determined to do
the only thing you could do--
determined to save
the only life you could save.

* * *
Here's the story:
It is one of my all-time favorite stories. I hope you find it 

useful and "trouble making," as well.
It is from the book, "How Can I Help," by Ram Das and 

Paul Gorham. Enjoy.
As an intern, part of my work was to travel around in 

teams, examining patients. I would notice their look as we 
entered. Intimidated, apprehensive, feeling like case studies of 
various illnesses. I hated that. But I was an intern.

I remember one guy distinctly, however, who was 
altogether different. I think this guy changed my life. He was a 
black man in his sixties - very cute, very mischievous, and very 
sick. What brought us repeatedly to him was the utter 
complexity of his illness, condition on top of condition, and the 
mystery of why he was still alive. It was so strange. We were 
visiting not to find out what was wrong with him, but why he 
was still here at all. I had the feeling he could see right through 
us. He'd say, "Hey, boys!" when we'd come in - the way you 
might when a gang of ten-year- olds come barging into a house 
for a snack in the middle of an intense game outside. He was so 
pleased, and so amused. It made some people nervous. I was 
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intrigued. But for some weeks, I never had a chance to be alone 
with him. Now and then he'd give into very serious trouble, and 
he'd be moved into intensive care. Then he'd rally, to everyone's 
amazement, and we'd move him back. And we'd visit him again, 
and he'd say, "You boys here again?" - pretending to be surprised 
that we were still around.

One night there was an emergency, and I took the initiative 
and went to see him alone. He looked pretty bad. But he came 
alert a few seconds after I entered. He gave me a grin and said, 
"Well....," sort of like he'd expected me. Like he'd known how 
much I'd come to love him. That happens in hospitals.

I imagine I looked a little surprised at the "Well....," but we 
just laughed a minute, and I stood there just so taken by who he 
was. And then he hit me with a single remark, half a question 
and half a . . . something else.

"Who you?" he said, sort of smiling. Just that. "Who you?"
I started to say, "Well, I'm Doctor . . ." And then I just 

stopped cold. It's hard to describe. I just sort of went out. What 
happened was that all kinds of answers to his question started to 
go through my head. They all seemed true, but they all seemed 
less than true. "Yeah, I'm this or I'm that . . . and also . . . but not 
just . . . and that's not the whole picture, the whole picture is . . . 
" The thought process went something like that. Nothing 
remotely like that had ever happened to me. But I remember 
feeling very elated.

It must have shown, because he gave me this big grin and 
said, "Nice to meet you." His timing killed me.
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We talked for five minutes about this and that - nothing in 
particular; children, I think. At the end, I ventured to say, "Is 
there anything I can do for you?" He said, "No, I'm just fine. 
Thanks very much . . . Doctor . . .? And he paused for the name, 
and  I gave it to him this time, and he grinned at me again, really 
he did. And that was it.

He died a few days later. And I carry him around today. I 
think of him now and again in the midst of my rounds. A 
particular moment or a particular patient brings him back. "Who 
you?" For years I'd trained to be a physician, and I almost got 
lost in it. This man took away my degree and then gave it back 
to me with "And also?...and also...and also?" scribbled across. 
I'll never forget that.

Who you?
This is the question that healing psychotherapy seeks to 

raise. I believe that Jung was right. The answers come from the 
realm of Sacred Mystery.

Thank you for your time today.
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